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“Forty-eight hours before Hurricane Ian made landfall in Fort Myers on Sept. 28, 
the American (GFS) model projected that it would make landfall in Tampa on Sept. 29. ”
-WaPo 10/7/22

Point 1: Forecasting ain’t easy



Point 2: In pre-election polls, 
forecasting isn’t… the point

• Which issues motivate likely voters? Which don’t?
• What policy preferences do likely voters hold?
• What candidate attributes matter?
• How do campaign controversies influence the contest – if  at all?
• How and why are likely voters coming to their choices –

whether to participate, and if  so, whom to support?
• In short, what does this election mean?



• Other polls sample a known population
• Pre-election polls must estimate and sample an unknown population –

would-be voters
• This need for estimation produces additional uncertainty 
• This additional uncertainty is exacerbated by externalities, e.g.
• Holding elections in a pandemic
• Holding elections in the midst of  a fundamental change in how people 

vote (i.e., the rise of  early and absentee voting)
• Holding an election at a time of  extraordinary political emotion

Point 3: Remember the cone of  uncertainty



• Probability vs. convenience sampling
• Good practices vs. poor practices in sampling, 

questionnaire design, weighting, analysis
• Transparency. Insist on it.

Key point about this point:
• Reporting polls requires…. Reporting.
• And your organization needs: Standards.

Point 4: Not all polls are created equal



Final     Actual    Error on
estimate    vote    the margin

2020        n/a
2016       47-43%    48-46%       2 pts.   
2012       50-47     51-47        1
2008       53-44     53-46        2
2004       48-49     48-51        2
2000       45-48     48-48        3
1996       51-39     49-41        4
1992       44-37     43-37        1
1988       44-52     46-53        1
1984       40-55     41-59        3
Average                           2

Midterms
2018       52-44     53-44        1
2014       44-50     46-51        1
2010       45-49     44-52        4
2006       51-45     52-44        2
Average                           2

Final pre-election estimates in ABC News or ABC News/Washington Post polls



• Pre-election polling - like forecasting hurricanes – provides 
essential, if  sometimes imprecise, information.

• Campaigns and interest groups conduct polls to try to manipulate 
public attitudes and behavior – and media coverage of  issues and 
candidates - in order to achieve their goals.

• The absence of  quality, independent public-interest polling would 
leave us defenseless to this manipulation.

Point 5: For all its challenges…
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